FROM RICHES TO RAGS
advanced the rest by borrowing from banks. This precarious
credit structure of brokers' loans had trembled in February,
1929, when the Federal Reserve Board ordered member
banks not to lend money for such speculative purposes* But
private bankers, led by Charles E. Mitchell, had promptly
unlocked their millions for speculation and given a further
fillip to the great bull market and the age of confidence upon
which it was built. This caused another spasm of activity,
unwarranted by any such tangibles as consumer demand,
gains in productive efficiency or real earning of the stocks in
question. While the rich were growing richer, several million
citizens with small incomes were raiding their savings, reduc-
ing their immediate purchasing power and mortgaging their
future in order to speculate. Ninety per cent of these market
transactions in the twenties, it has been estimated, were gam-
bling ventures rather than permanent investments*
Almost imperceptibly a shift had occurred in economic
control, from the industrial capitalism of an earlier day to
finance capitalism. Exploitation of investors and frequent
duplicity in bookkeeping were among the less lovely traits of
the new order. The holding company—an avatar which
sprang from the slain dragon of the "trusts" late in the pre-
vious century—now flourished mightily. It permitted control
by a small group of stockholders over a widely scattered em-
pire of interlocking or even loosely related interests, like
Samuel Insull's three-billion-dollar domain in utilities. The
power exercised by the holding company, particularly in the
utility field, was often so disproportionate to its size that
Franklin D. Roosevelt as president well described it as "a
ninety-six-inch dog being wagged by a four-inch tail/'
These concerns were sometimes pyramided one upon an-
other, towers of Babel reaching to the skies and equally trem-
ulous at the base. Not infrequently they were used to mask
the true state of corporate finances from the eyes of regula-
tory authorities or the public. A New York state bank called
Bank of United States, in January, 1930—almost a year

